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Wikis in Higher Education: Collaborative by Nature or Design?
CLAIRE E. CONRAD & DEB LAPOINTE, PHD
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO, ALBUQUERQUE, NM
olit538

OBJECTIVE
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Qualitative study designed to uncover participants’ experiences as contributors
and reviewers in two graduate courses using course wikis.
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Welcome to the OLIT 538 Designing Online Learning Wiki!
Watch as we study, try, reflect, and report on
designing and developing an online learning
environment
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We interviewed participants using a descriptive survey to gather their perceptions
of their experiences related to:
• collaborating to create and review contributions
• deciding what to contribute
• editing others’ contributions to the wiki
• comparing a wiki with a course management system
• effective uses of wikis
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[click "Sidebar" at right for announcements; "Quickstart" to start wiki-ing]
The University of New Mexico School of Law Clinic Wiki is intended to facilitate the capture, revision, and transmission of "local knowledge," the information
that clinic students (and lawyers) use everyday to practice effectively.
We aim to capture the nitty-gritty practice details so that students and professors spend less time spinning their wheels and more time building skills,
developing mētis (local wisdom and judgment), and serving clients. By collaborating with each other and from semester to semester, students will be able to
acquire this "local knowledge" faster and more easily. Over time, the wiki will become more complete and more useful to students and attorneys representing
poor, working people in Albuquerque.
In the UNM SOL Clinic Wiki, you will find:
PRACTICE AREAS

Children's Court Practice



Domestic Violence Practice





Business and Tax Clinic




representing juveniles charged with
delinquency.
protecting victims of domestic
violence.

PRACTICE RESOURCES



Clinic Nuts and Bolts




Form Documents

Family Law Practice



representing people on family law
matters, including divorce, child
custody, and child support.

Medical Legal Alliance



supporting children's health through
law.

Southwest Indian Law Clinic representing
Native individuals, governments, and NGO's

Civil Practice Manual (pdf)
Profs. Land and Martinez's comprehensive
low-down. Check this first!













ACTIONS




How to File a Motion in Second
Judicial District Court
How to Get a Warrant Quashed in
a Juvenile Defense Case

Office Procedures

Current Syllabus



A repository for some of the various
documents that you'll need in court or at the
Clinic

PARTNERS








Peanut Butter and Jelly Family Services
(Grants and Los Lunas Prison Project)

Senior Citizen's Law Office

Spanish-English legal dictionary
How to work effectively with your supervisor

Very Handy Research Links
Very Handy Word Tips

Recent PBwiki Blog Posts
PBwiki – a great complement to Blackboard!
Tighter access control – My.PBwiki.com
PBwiki changes

WIKI

RESULTS
Participants posted content related to cases and projects. They read and used each other’s
contributions; three edited others’ work, 10 others did not edit because they thought it might be
perceived as “offensive” or “disrespectful.” They also felt they lacked the time to edit others’ work.

how to do important and useful stuff with
Word

The wiki created a “collective picture of what we all knew” and “reinforced the idea that we had
something to contribute.” Experts were identified through contributions to the wiki. Although,
posting content to the law clinic wiki was initially required, it has since become self-sustaining
through student interest.

be addressed -- a place to consider and, ideally, resolve issues related to the construction and maintenance of this wiki.
Track Changes-- Please record all significant changes or additions here. This will help us in wiki evaluation and quality control.
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School of Law Clinic Course Wiki
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Enlace Comunitario

Professors' Local Rules



Wiki Information
Show all pages
Notification settings
Contact wiki owner

collaborate commented

didn’t

email emerged everyone experiences expertise feedback feel files fit going helpful ideas

Our entire class is contributing content, monitoring our content, and making the necessary revisions and adjustments as we go. We each feel a sense of responsibility
and ownership. Let us know if you have questions or want to participate with us.
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ADDIE
Analysis Phase
Design
Develop
Implementation
Assessment and Evaluation (Do we want assessment and evaluation under Evaluation?)
Resources for Online Learning
Hear Us!
What’s the Future?
Working with Microsoft Documents
Agenda for Wiki Brownbag
Announcement for Wiki Brownbag
How to use a wiki
LDC‐Technology Brownbag Update.ppt
o Revised ppt 071507 LDC – Technology Brown Bag update.ppt
o Revised ppt 071607 LDC – Technology Brown Bag final.ppt
PowerPoint Assignments

FOCUS

Information Technology Team Workspace
Spanish Language Resources



cooperated

A set of related Web 2.0 pages that can be authored collectively. Authoring occurs in a Web
browser with minimal working knowledge of html. Changes are made through “live edit” in the
browser window. A wiki is an application as well as a concept.

Welcome to the UNM SOL Clinic Wiki!
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We’re interested in designing learning

OLIT 535 Course Wiki

UNM SOL Clinic Wiki | Front Page
New page
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Our Emerging Table of Contents

METHODS
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Based on higher‐level thinking
• Analysis
• Synthesis
• Evaluation

13 graduate students (3 males and 10 females) enrolled in two graduate-level
courses in law and education that incorporated course wikis. Education students
created a wiki for designing online courses as a course requirement. School of
Law students created a wiki for students participating in the Law Clinic. Students
initiated the wiki.

Home

Quick Start

Wikis require negotiated “incentive/need,” “passionate community,” “fanatical reviewers,” and
“more uniformity.” Some users want the capability to discuss contributions within the wiki pages.
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Wiki Survey Analysis Tag Cloud

CONCLUSIONS
Setting up a wiki takes little time. Both instructors selected pbwiki and set up the
wikis themselves. Resources used were instructor time, the wiki site, and $100 when
the multimedia content exceeded the limits of the free wiki.
Designing wikis to actually be collaborative workspaces and guiding students to feel
confident editing others’ contributions requires much more investment of thought and
planning.
Recommendations include:
• Students and instructors collaboratively plan the purpose of the course wiki
and its structure
• Guidelines for creating content and deciding when content is ready for publication
and review be established
• Roles, tasks, and timelines be scheduled
• Support provided through course discussions, job aids,
• Resources and discussions provided on critically reviewing others’ work and
making mindful recommendations for edits and revisions.

